
 

FOR COUNSELLING CENTRES ON THE SUBJECT OF ABORTION. 

Please also forward to your sister branches, if possible! Everyone has the right to choose and for it to be a 
good choice, you also have to know all sides and the respective consequences.... 

Give the women who come to you to read this text - even if you cannot/would not believe! Please do not 
deny them this chance.... 

RE: THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS TO WOMEN WHO HAVE HAD AN ABORTION IN THE 
AFTERLIFE.... 

The video is not even 3 minutes long, you should spend it. In case you can't watch it, a short 
summary: Mr. Irlmaier, in his capacity as a well digger, visited a farmer he didn't know. In front of 
the window he saw the soul of the deceased farmer's wife and how she nervously rubbed her 
hands and looked in at the parlour window full of remorse. It was immediately clear to Irlmaier why 
she was not allowed to enter eternity: 

She had aborted a child out of wedlock.... 

"Alois Irlmaier could see ghosts". 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-mFcCjjXY-E 

 

The woman was not allowed to enter eternity and one should pray and say mass for her. That still gives 

some hope, but there is nothing worse before God than killing your own child! 
 

 

Who was this Irlmaier, and why should you give anything to him? 
 

* 8 June 1894 in Scharam near Siegsdorf in Upper Bavaria; † 26 July 1959 in Freilassing 
 

Alois Irlmaier, was a devout Catholic, a devotee of Mary, had to support his wife, 3 children (one of them 

adopted) and his parents. He did not enrich himself with his gift of sight, although he suffered from 

enormous financial hardship throughout his life, but lived from digging wells and finding water veins. Under 

National Socialism, he kept his abilities secret (everything occult and related to clairvoyance was 

persecuted), but after the end of the war, those seeking advice came to him openly, and en masse, there were 

still over 1 million Germans missing... 

 
"... Farmers ask where their hens or cows have gone astray, what the weather will be like and 

when they should mow; refugees want to know when they can return to their homes; thieves ask 

about the thief; women want to know if "he" will marry them, if they will have children, or if they 

should get divorced; mothers inquire about their missing sons, even the criminal investigation 

department has turned to him several times, demanding and - receiving clarification about 

mysterious murder cases. Quite a few politicians have been there to find out their chances of 

success. ............................... " 
Münchner Merkur, October 1949 

 

Between 1946 and 1950, 50 to 100 or more people a day sought Irlmaier's advice, especially at 

weekends. If you extrapolate the corresponding figures, it is likely that up to 30,000 people queued up 

to see Alois Irlmaier during these 4 years! 

In 1946 the priest Westenthanner saw this and accused Irlmaier of fraud, it came to the famous 
. 

"Juggler Trial" 

Subscribe to DeepL Pro to translate larger documents. 
Visit www.DeepL.com/pro for more information. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-mFcCjjXY-E&t=2s
https://www.deepl.com/pro?cta=edit-document&pdf=1


The trial lasted two days and during the hearing about 40 witnesses spoke positively about Irlmaier's vision, 

some of them with such unbelievable details that the judge had no choice but to acquit the visionary. 

Irlmaier's warnings about the bomber attacks on Freilassing and Rosenheim also played a role in the verdict. 
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"A few days before the heavy bombing of Rosenheim, Irlmaier visited the city on the Inn. On this 

occasion he described the coming disaster with pinpoint accuracy. Referring to the large bunker 

erected in the Salin Garden, he prophesied: Those who will be in the middle will get it; those who 

will stay at the entrance, nothing will happen to them. Word got around. When the engines roared 

over Rosenheim and the bombs fell, the people in the bunker actually moved away towards the 

entrance, i.e. to where it was actually most dangerous. Only a few soldiers, mocking Irlmeier, 

stayed in the middle of the bunker. And it was there that a bomb fell and tore the soldiers apart; 

nothing happened to the other people." 

Altbayerische Heimatpost, 6 November 1949 

 

According to the Bayerische Landeszeitung, Irlmaier already saw the hit on the bunker when it was 

still under construction! When the large air-raid shelter was being built in Rosenheim, he warned 

with the following words: 

"If there is an attack, don't go into the middle! For there I see all the rubble and feet and heads 

sticking out. Therefore, stay at the exits!" 

"... More than forty witnesses were called. ...... Many witnesses proved perfectly that the 

Freilassing psychic accurately predicted day, hour and location of many bomb blasts, saving 

many people from certain death................................................. " 

Landshuter Zeitung, 12 April 1950, page 5 

The judge wanted proof of Irlmaier's psychic gifts and Irlmaier replied that the judge's wife was at 

that moment drinking coffee with a strange man at home and that she was wearing a red dress. 

 

The bailiff was sent to check it out. It was true, of course, and Irlmaier was acquitted. 

 

The lasting impression the man left on the judiciary can be seen in the reasons for the sentence 

(scan original document, easier to read transcript on the next page): 
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"[...]...indication that he was a juggler. On the contrary, he helped many people during the war to get 

through the nervous strain of the air war. He unselfishly soothed their souls in the most difficult 

hours by accurately predicting which times would bring particular dangers, which areas, indeed 

which houses, were particularly at risk and how those seeking advice should behave. 

The questioning of the witnesses has produced such astonishing testimonies for the seer gift of 

the accused, which can hardly be explained with the previously known forces of nature, that 

he cannot be called a juggler ( = fraudulent clairvoyant ). [...]" 

 
Wikipedia still claims he was a fraud, and does not allow the above screenshot! You can read on 

the website how they lie and deceive: 

"3) Irlmaier, impostor or prophet"? 

https://www.dieparusie.de/3-irlmaier-betr%C3%BCger-oder-prophet/ 

 
Here is a woman who did not believe Irlmaier: 

You could bring him a photo of a missing person and he would tell people what was wrong with the 

person, very often it was about whether the person would come home from the war. Since the 

woman had no missing persons, she took photos of people who had already died and presented 

them to Irlmaier to test him. 

 

Look at what came out of it: 

 

"Irlmaier the Mind Reader" (less than 1:30 min) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-y3rUGkeUZU 

How could Irlmaier know that the men in the photos were already dead? How could he know that 

the woman also already knew that? Irlmaier proved his abilities TEN THOUSANDS of times in 

the course of his life! GOD WAS WITH HIM! 

Merkur reporter Herbert Frank travelled to Freilassing to see for himself Irmaier's visionary 

abilities. And he experienced something astonishing: 

"Irlmaier bored his gaze into me, leaned back, furrowed his brow, almost completely closed his 

eyes, stared ahead of him and began: 'I see...' And then followed descriptions from my life's 

journey, individual experiences, character traits, details about people close to me.... A wave of 

blood rushed into my head, my heart stopped beating, I thought I was losing my footing. He spoke 

as if I myself were unpacking my very own secrets. Triumphantly he exclaimed: 'That's right! I was 

no longer able to speak a word." 

Münchner Merkur 
 

Irlmaier's Countdown of the Apocalypse: 

"What Caritas Sister Maria Luise Bender learned from Alois Irlmaier, the clairvoyant on release, in 

the 1950s: 

'Girl, you are experiencing the great upheaval that is coming!' 

1. First comes prosperity like never before! (Economic miracle 50s/60s) 

2. Then follows an apostasy like never before. (Materialism, church resignations, etc.) 

3. On top of that, a corruption of morals like never before. (Almost everything is tolerated or 

even becomes a "value"). 

4. Then a large number of foreign people come into the country (refugee crisis 2015) 

5. There is great inflation. Money is losing more and more of its value. (2022, comes true) 

6. The revolution soon follows. [in Germany] 

7. Then the Russians invade the West overnight 

In 1959, the year of his death, Irlmaier was asked whether his predictions were still valid. He 

replied: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-y3rUGkeUZU
https://www.merkur.de/welt/alois-irlmaier-dritten-weltkrieg-2020-prophezeiungen-sagte-voraus-vorhersage-zr-5984182.html
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"I see events even more clearly today because they are closer". 

Irlmaier prophesies and describes in detail a new great war that will begin in midsummer and whose omens and 

course you can read about on the website. There are precise warnings for many places, and in some cases Irlmaier 

even tells you which motorway you should take... In the course of the war, countries bordering the North Sea, 

such as the Netherlands, England and northern Germany (Hamburg! Kiel! Bremen...) will be flooded all the way 

to Berlin, and we can already see today how the course is being set: 

"Then a single plane comes from the east and throws an object into the big water - near England. Then the 

water rises like a single piece as high as a tower and falls down again. There is an earthquake and 

everything is flooded, almost all of England and the European coasts all the way to Berlin." 
Alois Irlmaier 

"From the east, a plane flew over the North Sea towards the west. As it approached England, I thought it 

was going to crash into the sea because it suddenly sank. As it did so, I saw something being dropped from 

the plane. The plane continued to fly at great speed. Immediately afterwards there was a terrible detonation. 

The water of the sea was thrown high into the air and all I saw below me was spray and foaming, steaming 

water. It was carried far into the land and buried everything under it. I saw no trace of land; I thought it had 

sunk." Josef Stockert 

 
Russian TV recently threatened to sink England in the sea with the nuclear Poseidon Drone: 

"Ten weeks after the Russian invasion of Ukraine, Russian state television turned threateningly to the 

British: Effortlessly, Moscow could, if it wanted, make the entire British Isles disappear into the sea. 

"RedaktionsNetzwerkDeutschland 

Other key events of the war (3 Russian tank wedges, US drone attack to cut off Russian supplies...) are also 

already emerging, see website...! 

Irlmaier also says how the war would end, and at this point he confirms Christian prophecy regarding the Last 

Judgement, a three-day eclipse will end the war: 

 

 THREE DAYS OF DARKNESS AS THE LAST 

JUDGEMENT!   

 
"During or at the end of the war, I see in the sky the sign, 

THE CRUCIFIED with the stigmata, and all will see it. I've seen it three times already, it's coming 

for sure." 

 

"...At this event I see a great cross standing in the sky, and there will be an earthquake with 

thunder and lightning, so that everything will be terrified and the whole world will cry out: 

"There is a God" 

Alois Irlmaier (1894-1959): "It will be dark on a day under war. Then a hailstorm will break out with thunder 

and lightning and an earthquake will shake the earth. Then do not go out of the house. The lights do not burn, 

except candlelight, the electricity stops. If you sniff the dust, you get a cramp and die. Don't open the windows, 

cover them with black paper. [...] After 72 hours, it's all over. But again I say it: don't go out, don't look out by 

the window, keep the consecrated candle or the wax stick burning. And pray. More people die overnight than 

in the two world wars. [...] Don't open a window during the 72 hours. [...]" 

Josef Stockert (1947) "Thus I saw angels of death go forth and empty their poisonous bowls over all mankind. 

Whole nations will die ... The great catastrophe will begin naturally and end supernaturally. Think what that 

means, natural and supernatural! God himself will intervene. The earth will be thrown out of its orbit and the 

sun will give it no more light. Darkness will be on the whole globe for 72 hours. In this darkness no light will 

burn, except the light of faith and consecrated candles, which will be preserved for everyone who has faithfully 

fulfilled Our Lady's request. True Christians will close and cover windows and doors at this time and gather 

around the cross and the image of the Blessed Virgin in prayer ... Do not look out and do not be curious about 

what is going on outside, otherwise you will have to die! ... Two-thirds of mankind will have been taken from the 

earth ... It will now be a fruitful time of peace." The Seer's epilogue reads: 

"When I saw the terrible judgment of God, I was broken inside. Days, weeks and years passed, and as often as I 

thought of that terrible night, I was broken anew." 
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Anna Maria Taigi (1769-1837): The other judgment comes from heaven. A dense darkness will come over the 

whole earth, lasting three days and three nights. This darkness will make it quite impossible to see anything. 

Furthermore, the darkness will be connected with pestilence of the air, which, though not exclusively, will 

mainly carry off the enemies of religion ( ! ). As long as the darkness lasts, it will be impossible to make light. 

Only consecrated candles will be able to be lit and give their light. Anyone who opens a window out of 

curiosity during this darkness and looks out or goes out of the house will fall down dead on the spot. Rather, 

during these three days, people should stay in their houses, pray the rosary and implore God for mercy." 

"Many people don't believe me, I don't know what the Lord God is doing, but I can say what I see without 

wanting to be a prophet. After all, we are all in God's hands. But whoever does not believe in the cross, it 

will crush him." Alois Irlmaier 

I could quote further warnings at this point, but I will leave it at that. The eclipse has been predicted over 50 

times!!! through all centuries in many countries, on the website you will find a link to further warnings before it. 

These people have hardly agreed among themselves.... Even Americans on Youtube are now warning about the 

"Three days of Darkness"... If one combines these warnings (see website), one realises: The darkness is the sixth 

of the seven seals - the apocalypse before the return of Jesus Christ! 

The sixth seal causes the earth to shake, the sun turns black, the moon becomes like blood and the stars fall to the 

earth (Rev 6:12-17). 

 Jesus will appear on the third day in the east with His angels and it will be spring. 

"When it's all over, some of the inhabitants are gone and the people are god-fearing again. 

The laws that bring death to the children become invalid after the removal. 

Peace will then be and a good time." Alois Irlmaier 

 
If there is a God, Alois Irlmaier is the tangible proof for you. You have confirmed in court that his 

clairvoyance was not a fraud, thousands of correct prophecies and visions in 

such incredible details..., ordinary people from the street, the criminal police, the nobility, even the first 

chancellor Adenauer were with him, go to the website and see for yourself! 

The site is full of reports about Irlmaier, also reports from the "mainstream" such as the Bayrischer Rundfunk and 

even the SAT. 1 Frühstücksfernsehen... But here are two more examples from Stephan Berndt's book 

"Alois Irlmaier - A man says what he sees", which are not on the site for copyright reasons: 

 

[...] Irlmaier is repeatedly described as a pious Catholic. Whereby one can ask oneself whether the term "piety" 

still hits the core here, after all, the seer had concrete experiences: 

Without transition, he pointed at someone present and spoke: 

"You were already locked up back there! You were just poaching, but they caught you at it." 

After petty questions from some women, he abruptly said: "Your farmer, who died in an accident years ago, is 

always walking around your house. Even now I see him standing at the window. Go to the Capuchin monastery in 

Laufen, have several masses said for him there, then he will find his peace." 

Those present were not a little taken aback and startled when they heard what was said. [...] S.30 

"I stood there like a block of wood," Irlmaier continues, "but since then I have seen this and that. Deceased 

people in such vile garments, sometimes the Lord God on the cross and all sorts of holy things, without my 

having wanted to. " Münchner Merkur, 22/23 October 1949, page 9 [...] 

p.24 

 

Alois Irlmaier is the rational irrefutable proof for you: 

There is a God - and there is a THERE! 
 

There are no "clusters of cells", since the fusion of sperm cell and egg cell is already human - and 

thus sacred life! This also applies to the so-called "morning-after pill".... 

God doesn't care if we trample the seed or cut down the whole tree later.... 

In the end, a tree is missing from the forest.... 

We are responsible to our Lord. You now know what happens to women who have abortions! The woman 

from page 1 also cared what people thought..., that's what she got! Helmut Lungenschmidt, 

who was shown the afterlife and who confirmed Irlmaier in everything (darkness, England sinking, the Second 

Coming of Jesus...), saw Jesus crying with an aborted foetus in his right hand. We are already loading guilt on 

ourselves if we even vote for parties that are pro-abortion! Whether that party has a realistic chance or not is 

irrelevant. We will already be judged by Jesus Christ for that...! That's how strict it is! What this means for you 

as a counsellor and your individual guilt over the years that only you know.... You are certainly not an evil person, 

you certainly always wanted the best for women, but often the following applies: 

 
THE OPPOSITE OF 'GOOD' IS 'WELL-INTENTIONED'. 



 

 
 

I, TOO, SINCERELY MEAN ONLY GOOD TO WOMEN AND TO THEM! 
PLEASE TELL THE WOMEN WHO ARE STRUGGLING WITH THEIR FATE THE FOLLOWING: 

"Life is a school, the harder it is, the better you have it afterwards. If you are in high school, a tough 

school (unwanted child), don't drop out without graduating by killing your child. You will bitterly regret 

it and never find a great job again.... 

Wear your cross with pride! Try to do the Abitur by loving and raising the child. If you don't want to do 

it at all, leave the Gymnasium with the Hauptschulabschluss or the Mittlere Reife, and give the child 

away... You won't have a career any more, but you won't be completely without a degree, as if you had it 

killed.... 

I would die for my brothers and sisters, and God also expects this of an expectant mother, that she also 

dies for her child if necessary. Even if the child is sick / handicapped / not viable, so be it! It must come 

into the world! My big sister Sabine was only a few hours old and died before I was born. When I was 

wondering how to go on with this letter, how to write to all the abortionists around the world, and was 

desperate, a voice spoke to me: 

"We are all in God's hands." 

I knew immediately who it was - although I never met her - and also that she is now a young woman.... 

Saint Padre Pio with the stigmata, Irlmaier, the Taigi... these people all just wanted to die. None of 

them was happy. Irlmaier was already a wreck during the war and because of the things he had to see, he 

suffered until he could no longer stand.... Our sufferings in life ennoble us before God, make us worthy 

of reward. God could have had all this with a snap of His fingers, instead He sweated blood in Jesus, 

allowed Himself to be flogged and nailed to the cross.... In all your sorrow always remember: God is 

always right and those whom He truly loves must suffer on earth.... The more you suffer and endure it, 

the greater will be the reward.... You have not made yourself beautiful, or clever, or talented, but what 

is truly sacred to you and to God: Your free will. 

Take up your cross, you can have a real career now, a career for eternity!" 

Show pictures of the cut up foetuses (see below)..., she should give it away rather than murder it. 
Keep them away from it at all costs! 

Jesus went to the sinners, now the worst sinners, the abortionists - to whom this letter went first in a modified form 
- get to announce His return - the so-called "parousia" - first! Guilt is a great motivator, the abortionists have the 
financial means, and the greatest sin stops altogether in some cases. Recognise the genius of the Creator! It is 
not the churches who are the first to know.... The abortionists have also been shown a way to pay off their debt: 
distribute flyers from the website to save lives, under point 8) Help! you can have a flyer distributed in any town, 
completely anonymously, on which the most necessary information can be found. You can warn a whole small 
town about war and punishment, without any effort. But what you now know also brings responsibility. Have the 
flyer distributed too, if you can, or distribute it yourself.... Jesus will stand by anyone who warns people of the 
darkness, He has promised us that.... 

The forthcoming war in great detail (there are concrete warnings for many cities and regions!), what will 
immediately precede it, everything about the three-day eclipse and the time after - because the apocalypse is 
not the end of the world - you will find on the page. It is a lifeboat for the Flood that is coming, you will be 
comprehensively prepared there and come safely through the floods. This letter is a little lifebelt, keep it safe 
and don't throw it away! You will drown if you do... 

You will find this letter as an e-mail template and as a PDF (6 pages = 3 sheets of paper in duplex printing) to 
print out/display/give away and dissuasive abortion pictures "Abortion Pics" as a PDF (please print in colour) 
for the women under point 9) "Save lives with Irlmaier today!". 
Give this text to EVERY woman who comes to you! He will repay you.... 

WWW.DIEPARUSIE.DE 
Praise be to Jesus Christ! 

http://www.dieparusie.de/
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